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involve us in another world war. The situa-
tion has degenerated into a modern version
of tribalism where bubble people launch
constant attacks on other bubbles and
attempt to destroy individual reputations
and credibility.

We flyover folks who earn our living
often in isolated areas through individual
effort tend to view the bubble people as edu-
cated beyond their intelligence and philo-
sophically challenged. Most of us have
friends and neighbors who are government
employees or teachers and know them to be
decent individuals. We are often surprised
and appalled at the arrogant and obnoxious
attitude these same folks exhibit when acting
in an official capacity.

Those of us who lack scientific training
need to question any scientist who presents
consensus as concrete proof. It is said that
Hitler, upset that one of the world’s most
brilliant men was a Jew, had 100 German sci-
entists sign a petition saying the theory of
relativity was wrong. Einstein, when told of
the petition, said, “Were I wrong, one Ger-
man scientist would be quite enough.”

It is good when any scientist offers con-
sensus as proof or a politician offers poll
numbers as evidence of the rightness of a
policy to remember that a consensus of
witch doctors agreed that headaches were
caused by evil spirits and drilling holes in
skulls was a remedy. A consensus of doctors
once believed, not all that long ago, that most
sickness was a result of bad blood and bleed-
ing patients was the right thing to do. In the
’70s, a consensus of climate experts were pre-
dicting mass starvation from a population
boom and a coming ice age. Today these
same experts are touting their consensus that
global warming is caused by man and will
destroy our planet.

It is also good to remember that many
politicians supported laws that made one
man owning another legal because his con-
stituents were mostly in favor of the laws.
These bad laws are acceptable in a majority-
rule democracy, but an abomination in our
constitutional republic.

The “turn on, tune in, and drop out” phi-
losophy of the ’60s’ hippie movement was
indeed a flawed strategy, but the “question
authority” part was right on.  ■

Vess Quinlan is a Colorado farmer, rancher
and cowboy poet from east of the Rockies. He
lives in San Acacio, Colo. When he ran
national political campaigns, he learned
quickly how “truth” can be manipulated.
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